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Tough As Nails

Jenni Earns Her Varsity Letter in Swimming
By Doug Noll

Aidan Dunn, New York
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We Remember

Nearly 50 high school swimmers received
Rockville. Jenni was then 9 years old, and the
their varsity letters March 8, 2005 at the
team was holding time trials. We thought that
Rockville High School Swim and Dive Team
team participation would be good for Jenni,
awards banquet in Rockville, Maryland. This
and she really wanted to try out for the team.
culmination of a successful season of
While she was definitely able to swim the
competition is a great
accomplishment for any
student, but it was
particularly special for
my daughter Jennifer,
who has PWS, who also
received her varsity letter
for participation on the
team.
As Jenni stepped up
to the podium to receive
her letter from the coach,
I reflected upon all she
had accomplished over
the past seven years.
Since Jenni’s PWS
diagnosis just before her
3rd birthday, my wife
Linda and I have tried to
keep her active to help
manage her weight. As a
pediatric physical
Jennifer Noll, who has PWS, with her varsity letter.
therapist, Linda recognized the benefits of
With Jenni are her high school coach Kevin Beabout
swimming for increasing Jenni’s strength and
and his wife Sarah Spindel Beabout,
endurance. Jenni learned to swim at age 6
who was Jenni’s first swim coach.
through formal lessons at our local pool.
length of a 25 meter pool, the 9- and 10-yearAs a former competitive swimmer, I took
old freestyle event was 50 meters. Confident
on the challenge of helping her with stroke
that she could finish, Jenni dove in (sort of).
mechanics. Jenni loved going to the pool, and
She finished the first 25 meters well after
enjoyed our one-on-one swim clinics. By age
everyone else had finished the 50 meters.
8, she was able to swim the length of a 25With all eyes on Jenni, halfway through her
meter pool. It wasn’t pretty, and it wasn’t fast,
but she could make it across... largely aided by second length, I was beginning to scan the
pool deck for the lifeguard.
the fact that she floated like a cork!
But Jenni was determined, and almost 2
It was a Saturday morning in June of 1998
minutes and 30 seconds later, she finished the
that Jenni first joined the swim team at our
summer pool, Manor Woods Swim Club in
Jenni continued on page 14
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PWSA(USA): Making Exciting Strides in Research
By Janalee Heinemann, Executive Director
Thanks to a tremendous amount of volunteer time from
our energized Research Committee, the expertise of our
scientists in PWS on our Scientific and Clinical Advisory
Boards, our database guru Barb McManus, the funding
efforts of our Development Committee, and you, our members, we’ve been able to put more funding and emphasis on
research. Our large membership base and years of practical
experience help complement the direction and implementation of research. Highlighted below are three phases of our
current quest to unravel the complex puzzle of PWS.

Our Years of Progress
• Genetics – diagnosis & genes identified
1981 — Deletion in long arm of chromosome 15
identified as cause of many PWS cases.
1983 — Deletion origin determined as from the
father’s contribution to the chromosome pair.
1989 — Maternal uniparental disomy (UPS) identified,
meaning both of the 15th chromosome pair are from the
mother.
• Imprinting/epigenetics — PWS as model for this
important area
• Mouse models
• Brain – hypothalamus
• Treatments – growth hormone – FDA approval in 2000
• Psychiatric meds such as SSRIs
• Earlier diagnosis and treatments = increased quality of
life – over 600 families are part of the PWSA (USA) New
Parent Mentoring Program.
• Parent support groups (1975 USA; 1980s UK)
• Collaborative Research Groups — Rare Disease
Clinical Research Network and European Union groups
• IPWSO (1990) = World-wide support — 60 countries
are now members
• Education, awareness (of families & physicians)
• Communication (e-mail, Internet, etc.)
• PWS as important genetic model to understand obesity
and appetite regulation

Where We Are – And Where We Are Going
PWSA(USA) offers a total of up to $300,000 of grant
assistance for scientific researchers with an interest in
improving the lives of those with PWS. Projects of up to
$50,000 per year for two years aimed at discovering and
developing treatments, cures, and technologies benefiting
those with PWS will be competitively awarded.
While PWSA(USA) is open to insightful grants regarding PWS, we have identified health issues we believe are
especially meritorious for research focus. Grant requests in
any research field (e.g. genetics, neurology, endrocrinology,
pulmonology) that provide insights into therapies will receive
the highest priority:
Obesity: This is the number one threat to the life expectancy
and life quality for those with PWS. The effort to control
obesity and the resulting medical consequences of obesity,
combined with the stress these issues bring to families, make
hyperphagia a life-long threat. Projects leading to therapies/
actions to reduce hyperphagia and/or obesity are a funding
priority.
Respiratory: Due to life-long hypotonia and the complications of obesity, people with PWS are at risk for pulmonary
issues, including sleep apnea, health risks from upper respiratory infections, and aspiration. Projects that could lead to
therapies or action to reduce the threat of respiratory issues
in PWS will be the priority for funding.
Gastrointestinal: Recent sudden deaths due to gastrointestinal events highlight the significance of gaining greater
understanding of gastrointestinal processes and risks for
those with PWS. Studies to develop therapies or action to
reduce risks of gastrointestinal issues are a funding priority.

Funding Valuable Research Projects

Current research being funded
• Dec. 2003 — Dr. Jean-Pierre Chanoine, Effect of
Somatostatin on Ghrelin Concentrations, Food Seeking
Behavior and Weight in Patients with PWS
• Sept. 2004 — Elisabeth M. Dykens, Ph.D., The Use
of Psychotropic Medications in PWS
• Dec. 2004 — Dr. David A. Stevenson, Causes of
Death in PWS
• Mar. 2005 —Dr. Daniel J. Driscoll, Ph.D., Dr. Anthony
Goldstone, Ph.D. et al., Functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging of Reduced Satiety in PWS and Obesity
May-June 2005

Influencing Government Funding
Support researchers by actively advocating in DC for
NIH funding and other government funding to go to PWS
research.

Bringing Scientists Together for Research
Sponsoring a two-day fall meeting for experts in research
on hyperphagia (uncontrollable appetite) to share current
knowledge and identify and plan for future research.
Sponsor an Annual Scientific Conference — the only
PWS specific conference in the U.S. — which brings
together top researchers and physicians in the field of PWS
to share knowledge and brainstorm needed research.
Daily work with our two medical/research boards to
collaborate on medical and research issues.

Supporting Researchers
Sharing research and medical information on PWS at
medical conferences, on the web, and in the newsletter .
Announcing research projects and encouraging
participation.
Writing letters of support for appropriate PWS research.
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Make Sure You Are Counted:
Help Us Complete Our PWS Database!
PWSA(USA) currently has the largest database
collection of information on children with Prader-Willi
syndrome, but some of it needs updating and all data on
families lacks essential information that could be crucial to
improve the medical care of our children.
Board Member Barbara McManus is helping to improve
our database by increasing the size and accuracy of the
information. You can find the form on our web site at
www.pwsausa.org/population/ or e-mail us at
national@pwsausa.org, or call the national office,
1-800-926-4797 and ask to have a form sent to you.
Everyone who completes a form will receive a copy of
our new Medical Alert booklet, which is essential for doctor
and emergency room visits.
In a perfect world, PWSA(USA) would have the names
and pertinent information needed for everyone with the
syndrome. There is power in numbers!
If we can acquire a more comprehensive database,
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other funding
sources will be more willing to help our children through
funding continued research in PWS and obesity. You don’t
need to be a member of PWSA(USA) to be included in this
data collection.

Board member and PWSA(USA) Webmaster
Barbara McManus wants to hear from YOU
You can help us help you, your family and all those who
have been touched by Prader-Willi syndrome just by
completing a form and becoming part of our national
database. Please act now!

PWSA (USA) Database: Information Update to April 2005
Total respondents to date: 1,141
Please note that when viewing percentages, 30% of
respondents had children under age 5. In a future
edition of The Gathered View, we will break down the
statistics into different age categories, which will
change the percentages. We will also add information
to the Members Only section of the web site and share
more information in future Gathered View editions.
No.
339
216
160
383

Ages
0 to 5
6 to 12
13 to 19
20 to 59

Demographics
51% Female
49% Male
3 sets of identical twins (both have PWS)
19 sets of fraternal twins (one has PWS)

At Birth
<1% Twins – identical
2% Twins - fraternal
3% Assisted reproductive
techniques
25% Breech
22% Premature
27% Emergency c-section
52% Tube feeding

Type of PWS
41% Paternal Deletion
21% Maternal Uniparental Disomy
(UPD)
2% Imprinting defect
2% PWS Like
2% Translocation
31% Unknown

IMPORTANT NOTE: Because of the potential of future journal
publications, we request that this information NOT be reprinted
without express written permission from PWSA(USA). We are
sharing this information as a courtesy to our members, and to
those who participated in the PWSA(USA) survey.

Major Medical Concerns – Current or Past
64% Weight related
39% Sleep apnea
9% Aspiration
19% Other respiratory complications
8% Heart problems
10% Osteoporosis
34% Curvature of the spine (scoliosis, kyphosis)
14% Fractures
7% Hip dysplasia
7% Other bone problems
45% High pain tolerance
33% Severe skin picking
4

1% Mitochondrial disorder
10% Seizure
13% Autistic behavior
9% Diabetes
9% Hypothyroidism
15% Pubic or axillary hair before age 8
16% Hormone replacement therapy (e.g., estrogen/ testosterone)
4% Gall bladder disease
0 Pancreatitis
11% Gastric/intestinal disorders
54% At some time have received or are receiving Growth Hormone
The Gathered View
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Let’s Love Our Children By Taking Control
Carolyn Loker
Dear Families,
Yes, I certainly understand why you as parents had a range
of emotions while watching the 20/20 segment about PWS. I
just watched this again, and cried for our children, and even had
goose bumps when Dr. Dan Driscoll was talking about our
children and stated, “We think we’re going to get major clues by
understanding Prader-Willi syndrome, which is one reason for
obesity that gives us a window of opportunity to go in and help
to understand other causes of obesity, and, eventually, to figure
out what’s broken and then how to fix it.”
And also the commentator stating, “Today, kids born with
Prader-Willi can get off to a better start. They can be diagnosed
virtually at birth and start hormone therapy to assist in their
development. Driscoll is studying the brains of kids with
Prader-Willi. He thinks research into how Prader-Willi
syndrome triggers this condition, what body chemicals are
involved and how they interact could yield benefits for
everyone who struggles with their weight.”
Yes, it is sad that our children have PWS, and we do not
know what the future holds for them. But if you can see in your
heart to celebrate, let’s do. Let’s celebrate getting an early
diagnosis; let’s celebrate early intervention; let’s celebrate this
list of wonderful parents willing to help each other; let’s
celebrate that we have the PWSA (USA) organization willing to
help spread awareness, educate, counsel and research for a cure.
Let’s celebrate that PWSA (USA) has wonderful researchers on
our boards who dearly love our children and want to find that
cure for them.
So what must we do as parents? Do we let our children take
control, or is it our place as parents to take control, to guide
them, to keep them healthy even if it means saying “No.”
Saying no is loving them! Keeping their weight in an
appropriate range, even if we have to lock, is loving them.
Keeping their tantrums at bay is loving them. If we don’t do this
now, at their young age, then behaviors will be formed, and it
will be much more difficult to change.
Recently I have heard of so many of our children age 3 to 9
years old who are morbidly obese. What is really distressing is
that these are parents who have received an early diagnosis. It’s
time to set appropriate external controls for our children in
every aspect: at home, school or wherever they are. Do trust that
our children want that; they will love you for it because it shows
that you care. This takes our children’s anxieties away, if we as
parents have those systems set in place.
I’ll share our story about Anna. I guess you can say I’m one
of those “older” parents now. Our sweet Anna is 10 years old
and was diagnosed at 17 months of age. Many of you are
probably saying, “Wow, that was late!” CELEBRATE YOUR
EARLY DIAGNOSIS!
May-June 2005
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Dr. Jim and Carolyn Loker
with their daughter Anna, age 10, who has PWS

For us, 10 years ago, that was early! But it didn’t
change anything; she was already getting early
intervention, and back then, growth hormone was not
recognized by the FDA, but that didn’t stop us. She
started GH as soon as she had a stimulation test to prove
that she was indeed GH-deficient and after we won our
appeal with our insurance company. CELEBRATE
BEING ABLE TO START GH EARLY AND NOT
HAVING TO GO THROUGH THE APPEAL PROCESS
AND A DAUNTING STIMULATION TEST! Soon after
starting GH, Anna sprouted like a weed and now
measures a fraction under 5 feet!
As soon as the diagnosis was made, we knew we had
to be vigilant with counting calories (although her weight
was okay at the time), and I can proudly say that Anna is
tall and looks slim, weighing in at 78 lbs. So at almost 5
feet tall and 78 lbs. puts her at the 85th percentile for
height and the 50th percentile for weight. And to top that
off, she is a very sweet and happy girl. WE ARE
CELEBRATING THAT!
Love continued on page 15
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27th PWSA(USA) National Conference
July 27 – July 29, 2005
Sheraton World Resort, Orlando, FL
www.pwsausa.org click on Conferences/Events

Round ‘Em Up And Get Ready To
Head On Over To Conference!
With our annual PWSA (USA) National Conference fast approaching, we’re expecting a great
turnout! It includes a Scientific, Provider and Chapter President/Affiliate Day on July 27th followed by the
General Conference and Youth Programs on July 28th and 29th.
General Conference includes several sessions of interest to all attendees
 Respiratory & Apnea Issues
 GI Issues: Perforation & Stomach Necrosis
 Life Enrichment Trusts
 The Latest in Research and an Overview of the Scientific Session presentations
• Age-appropriate Sharing Groups and Grandparent Program
Special breakout sessions feature topics specifically geared toward the issues and achievements of
Adult, Youth (school-age), and Children age 0–5. Topics include:
Adult Sessions
 Uncomplicated PWS: Cognitive & Behavioral Characteristics, Essential Environmental
Components
 Complicated PWS: Medical Complications, Psychiatric, Complications & Crisis Intervention
 PLAN: Planned Lifetime Assistance Program
 Successful Vocational Programming
 Components of a Quality Residential Program
Youth Sessions
 Ins and Out of IDEA and IEPs; IEP Questions & Answers
 Behavioral Issues
 Psychiatric & Medication Issues
Make your room reservations NOW!
 The Pragmatics of Speech & Language
Call Globetrotter Travel, 1-800-322-7032
Children Age 0–5 Sessions
or e-mail to
 Overview — What every parent should know
pwsa-usa@globetrottermgmt.com
 Sensory Integration
or online to
 Speech and Language Guides
www.globetrottermgmt.com/pwsa-usa
 IDEA and IEPs
Conference concludes Friday night with the annual Gala Banquet, which this year has a
country-and-western theme, and includes a live performance of the song
“Brand New Me” by the recording group Hometown News.
Don’t miss these important deadlines: Registration deadline is June 30, 2005. A $25 per-person late
fee applies AFTER June 30. No YAP/YIP Registrations will be accepted after June 30. No registrations
can be accepted after July 18th.

Log on to the PWSA (USA) website and download your forms or register online TODAY!
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Chapter View
Chapter activities are popping up like spring daffodils.
Annual Walk-a-Thons are planned for Southern California
May 1 and for Northern California May 21. In April
Wisconsin sponsored its annual Hobby, Social & Training
Day, offering opportunities for siblings, children and adults
with PWS to try out a new hobby or expand on an old one.
Pennsylvania plans its sixth Annual Golf Outing in May.
Florida prepared for its annual overnight Spring Conference
in April.
PWS Families of Ohio held its Annual dinner, dance
and auction in March. Total funds raised came to $18,000!
These funds will be used for a donation to National, National
conference grants for Ohio families, PW Families functions
and other organizational needs, as well as a donation of
$1,500 to the International PWS Organization IPWSO.
In New York in March the Winthrop Pediatric
Department and the Metropolitan Support Group with Dr.
Moris Angulo and his staff combined to present a
Symposium for parents, siblings and caregivers on practical
strategies for everyday challenges and new advances in

PWS. Presenters included well recognized physicians,
Janalee Heinemann, executive director of PWSA(USA), and
the Hon. Daniel D. Angiolillo, president of the New York
chapter.
The New York State Developmental Disabilities
Planning Council (DDPC) awarded the Research Foundation
of the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities (OMRDD) up to $140,000 for the first year of a
two-year project to develop a comprehensive approach to the
identification, assessment of needs, intervention
methodologies and training for individuals with PWS, their
families, professionals and other caregivers. Funding for year
two, approximately $160,000, will be contingent upon
successful completion of year one activities. The New York
chapter has been and will continue to be integrally involved
with the implementation of this grant, with parents, siblings,
medical and other professionals being asked to serve on the
task forces and Advisory Board.
Congratulations, New York! Wouldn’t it be wonderful if
something like this could be done in all states?!
— Lota Mitchell, Associate Editor

PWS in the News

Television Programs Deliver Two Strong Messages
By Lota Mitchell, Associate Editor
With not one but two television programs aired on major
networks about the syndrome, PWS got a great big
awareness boost in April!
“It’s Not My Fault I’m Fat,” filmed by the BBC (British
Broadcasting Company), aired four times on the Discovery
Channel. The show followed two British males, Craig, 13,
and Chris, 22, and an American girl who went to the
Children’s Institute in Pittsburgh, Leona, 13. All were
dangerously overweight. With considerable sensitivity, the
concluding message pointed out how very difficult it is to
walk in their shoes.
Although he weighed more than 400 pounds, Chris
wanted so badly to be independent. Some of the British
viewing audience reacted with anger that he was not forced
to accept intervention, literally to save his life; thus social
services stepped in and did a mandatory placement. Then,
following the negative press that led to his being forced into
placement, there was reverse public pressure, and Chris was
let out on his own again. The issue of respect for autonomy
versus need for care is a thorny one and not limited to Great
Britain.
Certainly tears were shed by some who watched the
program. Others wished it could have been more informative,
including showing some of the strengths of people with PWS
and their successes, rather than having the entire focus on
appetite, obesity and behavior. But, as one person
commented, “I personally felt the story was good. It was not
so much about PWS but about the struggle with their
hunger.”

Kate Kane of
Towson, Md.,
who has PWS,
was
interviewed for
the TV program
“20/20”

The 20/20 segment, “Rare Disorder Causes Endless
Hunger,” featured Maribel Rivera, 24, from California, and
Kate Kane, 23, from Maryland, along with an interview with
Dr. Dan Driscoll, who is on the PWSA(USA) Board of
Directors and also chairs our Clinical Advisory Board. He
stated, “We think we’re going to get major clues by
understanding Prader-Willi syndrome, which is one reason
for obesity, that gives us a window of opportunity to go in
and help to understand other causes of obesity and,
eventually, to figure out what’s broken and then how to fix
it.”
PWSA(USA) President Carolyn Loker said, “Millions
of people now know or have heard, maybe for the first time
in their lives, the term Prader-Willi syndrome. Just the fact
they mentioned that PWS could hold the key to the obesity
News continued on page 15
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Suggestions for Creating A Medical Information Notebook
By Vicki Knopf
As the parent of a child with PWS, most of you have
probably encountered medical professionals who have never
heard of Prader-Willi syndrome and you have had to explain
the syndrome and how it impacts your child.
Several years ago after having to give a dissertation on
PWS at midnight to an ER doctor who had never heard of
PWS before, I decided to put together a medical notebook
for each of my three kids who have PWS. It has proved to be
an indispensable tool many times.
Often during an emergency it can be difficult to
remember important information such as medical conditions
and medications. For us, the medical notebook has
accompanied ambulance personnel twice during
emergencies, and each time we have gotten tons of praise
from the EMTs for providing the information they needed to
provide the proper care to our child.
Things you will need to get started:
• A vinyl covered loose leaf notebook. I bought mine at an
office supply store for $1.99
• Some computer paper
• Clear page covers
• All your contact information
• Prescription information
On the outside FRONT COVER of the notebook, write:
MEDICAL INFORMATION FOR: (your child’s name).
Medical Alert Brochure: A Diagnostic and Reference Guide
for Physicians and Other Health Professionals.
Inside the notebook cover, write: If found, contact (add
your name and contact information).
PAGE 1 should contain the following:
Your child’s full name
Birth date
Address
Phone number
Both parents’ full names
Emergency numbers, cell phone, pagers, etc
Primary care provider information
Insurance information (make sure to include the name of
the person who carries the insurance and their employer)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAGE 2 should start with the sentence “(insert your
child’s name) has PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME.”
Then explain any other medical conditions and allergies
your child has, and ALL medications, the doses and time of
day given. Don’t forget to list any supplements and Growth
Hormone, too.
• List any and all surgeries; year and reason for the
surgery
• List any past broken bones or other significant injuries
• Explain any history of seizures, even febrile seizures
• List any hospitalizations, including date and reason.
8

PAGE 3 AND PAGE 4 should contain the Medical
Alert Brochure: A Diagnostic and Reference Guide for
Physicians and Other Health Professionals, which is
available through PWSA(USA). I use two brochures,
displaying one side on page 3 and the other side on page 4.
PWSA(USA) recommends also including the new Medical
Alert booklet, essential for doctor and ER visits.
PAGE 5 should list all specialists your child sees, along
with their phone numbers.
The notebooks I use also have a pocket on the inside and
back covers. I keep several copies of the Medical Alert
Brochure available to hand out to any professionals we see. I
also keep several sheets of notebook paper in the back for me
to write down notes.
It is extremely important that you keep the notebook
current!
Remember to check it often and change any medications
as dosages and medications change and add any medical
information as needed. I have my sheets typed out as MS
Word Documents so that I can update them in my computer
when information changes.
It is also essential to keep the notebook in an easily
accessible location so that you can grab it at a moment’s
notice should it be needed.
Remember, this book is about your child, so customize
it with any other personal information you feel is important
to know in the event of an emergency.
I hope you won’t ever need this book, but if you do,
you will be prepared to answer questions that could save
precious time and make a huge difference in the medical
care your child receives.
Vicki and her husband David Knopf have seven
children, including three children with PWS, two of them
adopted. They live in Salem, Connecticut. Vicki heads the
Parent Mentoring II program and serves on the
Publications Committee.

The Chuckle Corner
In the Beginning...
I was talking to Alex, my 12-year-old with
PWS, about the changes he will be encountering as
he is going thru puberty. We talked about his voice
changing and his “Adam’s apple” becoming more
prominent.
He turned to me and touched my neck and said,
“Mom, this is your Eve’s apple!”
Mary Lynn Larson
Appleton, Wisconsin
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Do you have a joke or funny story to
share? Please send it to the PWSA(USA)
office. Be sure to include your name,
telephone and address in case we have
questions.
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View From the Home Front

FYI: Some Conference Expenses
May Be Tax-Deductible
Internal Revenue Service, Publication 502, Medical
and Dental Expenses, which explains the medical and
dental expenses that may be claimed on Schedule A, states
“You can include in medical expenses amounts paid for
admission and transportation to a medical conference if the
medical conference concerns the chronic illness of yourself,
your spouse, or your dependent. The costs of the medical
conference must be primarily for and necessary to the
medical care of you, your spouse, or your dependent. The
majority of the time spent at the conference must be spent
attending sessions on medical information.
Caution The cost of meals and lodging while attending
the conference is not deductible as a medical expense.”

You Never Know What You Can Do Till You Try

• Admission would be the part of the registration fee for
the sessions only. That information will be available at the
Conference.
• It is your responsibility to keep all receipts, including the
written information on the Conference topics and description
of the content of the sessions.
• If you have other questions, please contact your personal
tax advisor.
— Kay Goldberger, PWSA(USA) Treasurer

Last year Christine and Jeff Bevacqua of Tinton Falls,
N.J. hosted a dinner and dance for friends and family in
honor of their nephew Jack Martin Bevacqua, age 3, who has
PWS, shown above with his parents Christie and Kevin.
Christine and Jeff collected gifts and raffle items, and were
hoping for 100 guests and maybe $3,000. They raised
$12,000! This year, they’re trying again. They plan to hire a
band instead of a DJ, find even more great raffle prizes and
get all of the food donated to offset expenses. Who knows
how much they’ll raise this time!
L-R: Shaina, brother Kyle, Rhiannon,
Guy, Kendall, Ryan, and Kaylie.
Christian, who has PWS, is the cutie pie in the middle.

Christian’s Family Christmas
Hello, my name is Christian Coats and I
have Prader-Willi syndrome. I’m only 17
months old so I don’t know much about
PWS, but what I do know is how much my
family loves and cares for me.
Just before Christmas my 12-year-old
cousin Kaylie found a donation card for
PWS. Nana explained to her that funds were
needed to help people with PWS.
Kaylie decided that she wanted to help,
so she typed up a description of me and
PWS and passed out flyers in her neighborhood, asking people to please leave out any
bottle returnables that they had. She spent
the next week collecting all the bottles. Her
mom and dad matched what she collected
and then my other cousins — Kendall, 8,
Guy, 12 and Shaina, 19 — also gave their
own Christmas money. Then they spent the
night before Christmas calling family
members to donate also. They had raised $600 to donate to
PWSA(USA) in my honor and presented this donation to me,
my mom, dad and brother Kyle on Christmas! My cousins
were all so excited that they could of cared less about their
own Christmas gifts.
It was the best Christmas our family has had, and as you
could imagine, a lot of tears were shed. We are all so proud
of our family. With love, faith and support like that, I can
May-June 2005

conquer Prader-Willi. Special thanks to all my donators:
cousins Kaylie, Guy, Kendall, Shaina, Ryan and Rhiannon;
Nana, Mimi and Papa; aunts and uncles, Mike, Karrie, Lori,
Guy, Lori and Jimmy; great-grandparents and Bonnie, Don,
Ed and Sandy.
Love, Christian
Kelly and Steve Coats live with their son Christian in
South Lyon, Michigan.
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Medical News

Stomach and Intestinal Problems in People with PWS: Some
By Barb Dorn, R.N., B.S.N.
My son Tony, now 20, who has PWS, has been experiencing problems with abdominal pain, constipation and
hemorrhoids. Recently I have communicated with several other parents who have shared their stories about stomach and
intestinal problems in their children. I was amazed to hear how common these problems are. It is important for us to get
more definitive answers and solutions for these gastrointestinal concerns.
We continue to learn more about
health issues and Prader-Willi
syndrome (PWS). Over the past few
years, we have gained a greater
understanding of various stomach and
intestinal problems that appear to be
somewhat more common in persons
with PWS. We now know that
symptoms of stomach distention or

amount of food that the stomach can
accommodate. When a person over
eats, the stomach stretches. It may
become “over stretched” or distended.
We know that people with PWS do not
have the normal mechanism of
registering fullness as they eat. They
are at a very high risk of over
distending their stomachs.

It has been found that people with PWS
who have suffered from acute
idiopathic gastric dilatation with gastric
necrosis have had this occur shortly
after a binge episode. It is not
surprising to learn that persons with
PWS who already have generalized low
muscle tone may have poor muscle tone
in internal muscles of their bodies.
The usual symptoms seen in
Acute = Sudden onset/severe Idiopathic = Exact cause unknown Gastric = Stomach gastroparesis include abdominal
distention or bloating,
Dilatation = expand, stretch, open Necrosis = Death of tissue (stomach)
abdominal pain, heartburn,
bloating can possibly be related to a
It is believed that if a person with
vomiting and regurgitation of stomach
condition called gastric dilatation, a
PWS greatly distends his/her stomach,
fluid into the mouth. These symptoms
life- threatening condition. We may be
it can stretch to the point that it cuts off can be very difficult to detect in people
beginning to have answers to other
its blood supply, thus causing necrosis
with PWS. It is urgent that any signs of
stomach and intestinal concerns;
(the stomach tissue dies). This can be a
acute abdominal illness be evaluated by
however, at the same time, this
life-threatening condition if it is not
a health care professional.
knowledge is opening the door to more
quickly diagnosed and treated. Over
If a person with PWS is
questions. It is our hope that we will
the past few years, it has been
experiencing gastrointestinal symptoms
gain a better understanding of these
discovered that many people with PWS and problems, he/she may be referred
problems today so we can prevent them have developed ACUTE IDIOPATHIC
to a specialist called a
from ever occurring in children and
GASTRIC DILATATION WITH
gastroenterologist (a doctor who
adults with PWS tomorrow.
GASTRIC NECROSIS. Unfortunately,
specializes in disorders of the stomach
most of these cases have been
and intestine), who will conduct tests to
Gastroparesis, Gastric Dilatation/
diagnosed in a postmortem
determine the cause of these problems.
Necrosis and PWS — What Do We
examination.
Optimally, gastroparesis is diagnosed
Know?
through a gastric or stomach-emptying
PWSA (USA) receives calls from
test. Food that has been “marked” is
around the country about people with
given to the patient. A scanner then
PWS who are experiencing acute
gastrointestinal problems. More and
Those with PWS may be at higher risk for having gastroparesis.
more children are being diagnosed with
Some risk factors seen in both conditions summarized below.
a problem called GASTROPARESIS
(weakness of the stomach). This
Risk factors for Gastroparesis
Risk Factors Seen in PWS
condition occurs when there is a delay
• Diabetes – most common cause
• Diabetes
or slowing in the contraction of the
• Adrenal and thyroid gland problems • Many with PWS have been found to
stomach. Because of this delay,
• Certain drugs weaken the stomach –
have low functioning of the thyroid
stomach contents build up and
many antidepressants and heart
gland.
abdominal distention can occur.
medications
The stomach is a muscle that
• Many with PWS take antidepressant
contracts very much like our heart
• Neurologic or brain disorders such
medications as part of behavior
muscle. Unlike the heart, instead of
as Parkinson’s, stroke and brain
management and some may be
pushing blood, the stomach pushes
injury
taking heart medications.
food out of its cavity into our intestine
•
We
continue to learn the effects of
for further digestion. Feeling full is our
PWS
on brain functioning.
body’s mechanism for regulating the
10
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e Answers... Many Questions
tracks the time it takes for food to leave
the stomach.
Another test that may be performed
is an electrogastrogram (EGG). This is
a test similar to the EKG test done on
the heart. The EGG measures the
electrical waves that normally sweep
over the stomach with each contraction.
In gastroparesis, these electrical waves
are slower than normal.
If caught early, gastroparesis can
be treated. If there is an underlying
medical condition, it needs to be
treated. Diet and nutrition must also be
adjusted. Since fats delay stomach
emptying, foods high in fats should be
avoided. High-fiber food also stays in
the stomach for a long time. Such foods
may need to be restricted if
gastroparesis is severe. Liquids leave
the stomach faster, so they are
encouraged. It is also been found that
eating frequent small feedings 4-6
times a day may be helpful. In many
cases, medications may be used to help
stimulate the stomach to contract and
empty more normally.
It is important to follow the advice
and recommendations of the health care
professional and/or dietician who is
most knowledgeable of that person’s
condition and needs.
QUESTIONS: Is gastroparesis a
common finding in children and adults
with PWS? What should be done to
diagnose and treat this condition? Are
there any persons with PWS who seem
to be at higher risk?

Constipation – Could this Be a
Problem for People with PWS?
Over the past year, PWSA(USA)
has received an increased number of
reports of constipation in children and
adults with PWS. In many cases, this
problem has been discovered by
accident. Oftentimes, a large amount of
stool has been noted in their intestines
while having a x-ray or test done that is
not specifically looking for this
problem.
May-June 2005

Many parents and caregivers also report that children or adults with PWS
experience rumination (the regurgitation of undigested food from the stomach
back up to the mouth). For so long, it was believed to be a behavioral issue.
Could this problem be related to gastroparesis? Do we need to change our
approach in its management? Is this problem a sign of gastroparesis?
So far, no research studies have
been done to suggest or confirm if
those with PWS might be at higher risk.
Intestines, like the stomach, are
muscular organs which push contents
forward so that nutrients are broken
down, absorbed and/or eliminated as
part of the digestive process.
Constipation can be defined as
infrequent passage of hard, dry stools
or difficulty in evacuating stools.
Ideally, a person should have a bowel
movement every day or so, and it
should be soft and bulky. There can be
several causes for constipation. Some
of the more common causes are
summarized in the box below.

Common Causes for Constipation
• Lazy colon that does not contract
properly and move the stool through
the intestine (a “hypotonic” colon)
• Thyroid deficiency
• Low potassium level
• Certain medications such as
medications used to manage mood/
behavior, pain, diuretics (water pills)
• Spastic colon
• Tumors or advanced diverticulosis
• Abuse of laxatives
• Disruption in normal routine – often
seen when a person travels
The longer stool remains in the
colon, the greater the chance of it
becoming hard and dry. As stool travels
through the intestine, more and more
water is absorbed, resulting in firmer,
harder stool. When a person does not
have adequate water intake, the
problem can get worse. Water and other
fluids help to keep the stool moister
and prevent this.
If a person has a “lazy colon,” it
may be contracting, however it may not
be contracting strong enough to provide
The Gathered View

the person with adequate elimination of
stool. In these situations, a person may
be having a BM every day and still
have a large quantity of stool remaining
in the colon. This build-up can also
cause over-distension of the colon. It
can cause pressure — both forward
(toward the rectum) as well as
backward (toward the stomach). There
has been a question as to whether this
build up of pressure in the colon may
be adding to the problems in acute
idiopathic gastric dilation and necrosis.
Many people who have suffered with
this condition have also reported a
problem with constipation.
The primary way constipation is
diagnosed is by listening to a person’s
history and complaints. For many
people with PWS, that reporting is
often sketchy and incomplete. In the
early years, parents may be assisting
with toileting hygiene issues and see
their child’s stool. As they grow older
and more independent, this is not the
case.
If a problem is suspected, the
health care professional may perform a
physical exam along with additional
diagnostic testing. Blood testing may be
done to rule out a thyroid or potassium
deficiency. A barium x-ray may be
performed. This is an x-ray using a
contrast solution (barium) that is
instilled with an enema into the lower
intestine. Other tests such as a
sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy may be
indicated. In both cases, a flexible
lighted instrument is inserted into the
rectum in order to view the intestine.
The sigmoidoscopy allows the health
care provider to view the rectum and
lower descending colon. The
colonoscopy is a more extensive test in
which all of the large intestine can be
viewed. If polyps (blood-filled growths
Stomach continued on page 12
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Stomach Problems - continued from page 11
that can often develop into cancer) are
found, they can be removed and
biopsied. Growths may be one of the
more serious causative factors that need
to be ruled out.
Treatment of constipation is
dependent upon its cause. Once
serious problems are eliminated, simple
measures can be used.

small protrusions from the anus. If they
are internal, they may not be seen, and
a person may not be aware they have
them. Conditions that can contribute to
the development of hemorrhoids are
poor bowel habits, constipation,
diarrhea, obesity, pregnancy and
straining during a bowel movement.
Anal fissures are small tears in the
lining of the anus. They can result from
a dry hard bowel
movement that
Guidelines for Treating Constipation
causes this tissue to
• Eat regularly (not usually a problem for persons with
break. They are
PWS).
also seen when a
• Drink plenty of water and fluids daily (often difficult for
person experiences
persons with PWS).
bouts of diarrhea
• Encourage regular walking and/or exercise.
or irritation. A
• Use a bathroom when the urge to have a BM occurs. If
fissure can be quite
needed, set aside 15 minutes after a meal to sit on the
painful during and
toilet.
following a bowel
movement.
• Eat a diet of high fiber, fruits and vegetables (fresh is
Bleeding and
often better).
itching may also be
• Use laxatives and/or enemas as recommended by your
associated with
health care provider. There are different kinds of laxatives
these. They can
that work on the intestine in different ways. Your provider
become infected so
can assist you in choosing the correct one. Overuse of
that an abscess or
laxatives can cause the colon to become dependent upon
ulceration may
them.
develop. In these
cases, fever,
drainage and swelling may also be
QUESTIONS: Are people with PWS
at higher risk for constipation? Do they present.
Diagnosis of any rectal problems is
have a tendency to have a “lazy colon”?
primarily done by examination by a
Are they effectively and adequately
health care provider. Because of the
emptying the colon? Can people with
presence of bleeding, further studies
PWS prevent issues with constipation?
may be done to make sure other more
If yes, what appears to be the most
serious conditions (colitis, Crohn’s
effective form a treatment? Does
disease, polyps, and tumors) are ruled
constipation predispose the
development of acute idiopathic gastric out.
Many of these problems resolve
dilatation with necrosis?
with no treatment. However,
Hemorrhoids and Anal Fissures – An symptomatic treatment is often helpful
Explanation for Rectal Irritation and in minimizing the discomfort associated
with these problems. Stool softeners
Picking?
help to reduce the pain in passing the
Hemorrhoids are a common
stool. Medicated creams and/or pads
nagging disorder. They are dilated
may decrease pain and itching. A sitz
(enlarged) veins that occur in and
bath (soaking the buttocks in warm
around the anus and rectum. They may
water) helps to relieve discomfort and
be internal (inside the rectal canal) or
promote healing. Medications such as
external (outside). They can cause
antibiotics and/or suppositories may be
some uncomfortable sensations and
prescribed. The health care professional
problems, including itching, irritation,
may need to surgically open up an
bleeding and pain. If the hemorrhoids
abscess to promote drainage and relieve
are external, they can often be seen as
12
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pain. The itching, pain and irritation of
hemorrhoids and other rectal problems
can be very bothersome. In addition to
this discomfort, the problem can be
compounded if a person is also
experiencing rectal pressure often
associated with severe constipation.
QUESTIONS: Do people with PWS
have a tendency to have problems with
hemorrhoids, anal fissures or other
rectal problems? Is the start of rectal
picking a result of persons with PWS
experiencing these sensations and/or
problems? Could this problem be
prevented or decreased by paying
closer attention to bowel habits,
hemorrhoids, anal fissures and/or other
rectal conditions?
Questions and Answers — Where Do
We Go from Here?
We are just beginning to learn and
question how the gastrointestinal
system works in persons with PWS. We
are also starting to gain knowledge
about some of the health concerns that
are also being diagnosed. We don’t
have all the answers. What we do know
is that we need to take a closer look at
stomach and intestinal problems in
people with PWS. We must learn what
can be done to prevent serious health
problems from occurring. We must
proceed by encouraging and supporting
more research. We must do everything
to nurture the search for more answers.
Barb Dorn is an RN at the
University of Wisconsin Hospital and
Clinics, past president PWSA(USA),
past president and program director
PWSA of WI, Inc. She lives in Verona,
Wisconsin with husband Don and sons
Tyler and Tony, who has PWS.
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Managing Conflicts of Interest in Research
By Janalee Heinemann, Executive Director
Since two recent research grants involve members of our
medical boards, AND since following all ethics of non-profit
standards is important to us at PWSA (USA), these are the
methods we use to avoid and/or manage conflict of interest.
1) When a board member or close affiliate is involved
with a grant or funding request, that person is excluded from
all conversation, advocacy, and vote on the topic.
2) Those reviewing the grant are asked to evaluate and
assure not only that the grant request is appropriate, but that
the funding request is equal to or less than what would be
appropriate or found elsewhere to assure a fair transaction.
3) Our three boards (governing, scientific, and clinical
advisory – 38 members in total) are large enough and diverse
enough to help avoid the type of favoritism observed on some
very small boards.
4) We have a clear conflict-of-interest policy.
5) We have an attorney on our governing board and are
members of a program (MAP) that allows us open access to
consulting with an attorney who is a non-profit specialist.
6) We follow the guidelines of the National Center for
Nonprofit Boards and other respected monitoring agencies.
7) We maintain open disclosure on our actions and
transactions.
8) We have records to show that the action makes
organizational sense.

To exclude some of the best PWS researchers and talent
from our boards would limit the quality of the work and the
research we support. To exclude any possibility of a grant to
these committed and talented people would penalize them for
the volunteer work they commit to PWSA (USA). None of
the non-profit ethics regulations or recommendations state
that no grants or funding should ever be awarded to those on
a non-profit organization’s board. Instead they recommend
managing the potential for conflict of interest by setting and
following appropriate guidelines.
We have worked very hard at doing so over the years. In
fact, some board members have been declined grants following peer review, because some of the most zealous scrutiny
has come from fellow board members.
PWSA(USA) has a 167-page Policy and Procedure
Manual which took us years to establish, and which we are
continually building upon. We review and refer to it
constantly to assure our members, our donors, the government, and ourselves that we are following all requirements
established by agencies that monitor non-profit organizations.
Also note that we have membership in the Better Business Bureau and the Combined Federal Campaign, and are
registered to raise funds in every state. We spend hundreds of
hours to assure that every dollar given is used appropriately to
enhance the lives of our children.
— Janalee Heinemann

Tressa Enjoys Exercise Therapy With New Tryke
By Mary Pringle
Tressa now looks
Tressa received the Toddler model
forward to working out,
AmTryke, a therapeutic tricycle suitable for
thanks to the delight of
children about 1 to 4 years old. There are other
riding her new AmTryke®.
sizes to meet the needs of all our kids. Such
It has allowed her to
trykes are fitted through a licensed physical
experience the pleasure of
therapist. You can apply for a tryke through your
riding freely among peers
local chapter of AMBUCS™, an organization
without disabilities, and I
dedicated to creating mobility and independence
have seen improved motor
for people with disabilities. A bicycle company
skills and strength
now manufactures them, and to date almost
development.
5,000 tyrkes have been distributed.
So what is an
Tressa was one of the first to receive the
AmTryke? It’s the
toddler style when it was released in late 2004.
trademarked name for a
Contact your local chapter to get fitted for your
therapeutic tricycle for
tryke. Sometimes the AmTryke can be provided
children with disabilities.
to children with disabilities at little or no charge.
Rotating handle bars are
Go to http://www.ambucs.com/
attached to same chain
AamtrykeDemoSites.shtml and click on your
drive as the foot pedals,
state to find your representative. Or call
allowing rider’s arms and Tressa Pringle, who has PWS, riding her tryke
AmTryke Coordinator Pam Burleson, National
legs to propel the tryke, and results in a total body workout.
AMBUCS, Inc., 3315 North Main St., High Point, North
Straps secure the feet to the pedals, while torso and lap
Carolina 27265; phone: 336-869-2166, Fax: 336-887-8451.
safety belts maintain the rider in the seat. A wide wheel base
Mary and Clarence Pringle are the parents of Tressa,3,
and narrow turning radius provide stability. It’s fun for
who has PWS. They live in Cape Coral, Florida. The
Tressa to use, which helps her body to gain strength, balance
Pringles have adopted six children with disabilities.
and tone.
May-June 2005
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Looking for The Next Super Teen
Super Teen April Boughton (L), who has PWS,
with her sister Emily

An article about April Boughton recently appeared in the
The Next Step magazine. This magazine is targeted to teens
and their life after high school… college, careers and life in
general. Many of the teens in the Super Teens section have
been nominated by the parents, teachers, counselors and
friends. They are all involved in an amazing number of
activities and do their best at everything they do. April is one
of these winning super teens, and she appeared on the
COVER of the March/April 2005 issue.

April is a 15-year-old freshman at Clay High School in
South Bend, Indiana. She is the youngest of six children, and
she has also had 13 foster siblings during the last five years.
This experience has inspired her to become a future foster
parent.
April has volunteered at St Joseph Regional Medical
Center for a year, where she works on a floor that serves
people with long-term needs. “In my volunteer work, I make
a list of what other volunteers should do when they work,”
April says. “This is based on my experience with the patients
and nursing staff.”
She is involved in sign language club, Reins of Life
horseback riding, has participated in the basketball and ice
skating competitions at Special Olympics and is an altar
server and Eucharistic minter at her church.
Nowhere in the magazine article was it mentioned that
April also has Prader-Willi syndrome.
Do you know someone you would like to nominate for
the March cover next year? You can apply to
nextSTEPmag.com/SuperTeens. Maybe we will see you next
year as our New Super Teen!
— Diane Spencer, Support Coordinator

Jenni - continued from page 1
race, crying, to a standing ovation from the entire team and
all the parents present. We knew right then and there that we
had found a supportive, caring group of families and
coaches.
Jenni continued her involvement with Manor Woods
Swim Team for the next six summers. The team practiced
five days a week for 1 hour over each eight-week summer
season.
The exercise she received was tremendous, helping her
to manage the weight that inevitably increased over the
winters. She also benefited from the social involvement on
the team, and from the sense of accomplishment she received
as she improved her times. It never bothered her that she
finished last in almost every “B” level race that she swam in.
We rewarded her with a dollar for every race in which
she improved her time (and still do), which she promptly
spent at the pool snack bar. But these were well-deserved
treats. The team has a “buddy system” where older team
members are paired with younger swimmers to help develop
comradeship and a sense of team inclusion. Jenni benefited
from this, both as a “little buddy” when she joined the team,
and later as a “big buddy” to younger team members. At the
end of each summer season, she received a participation
trophy and participation ribbons that were added incentives.
At age 12, Jenni started on growth hormone therapy. As
she grew, her muscle-mass and strength increased. This
helped her to continue to improve in her swimming and to
gain the endurance required to swim longer races. She
14

learned to swim all four strokes, and continued to gain
confidence. At the end of last summer, we couldn’t imagine
that Jenni would be able to swim the 100-yard events
required of high school swimmers. But she has been able to
do so, and will continue with these events in the 15- to 18year-old age group this summer.
Since that Saturday in 1998, Jenni has continued
working on her swimming, out of the spotlight, steadily
improving at her own pace and working very hard in
practice. Her participation on the high school team this
winter has been much the same as in the summer, with the
community of coaches, parents and swimmers equally
supportive and inclusive. Even though she is the slowest
swimmer on the team, Jenni fulfilled all of the participation
requirements to receive her varsity letter.
In addition to her letter, she also received the “Team
Spirit” award for her encouragement and support of her
teammates at the swim meets.
And while all of this made us very proud of her, perhaps
the most special award she received was last summer when
she was given the “Tough As Nails” Coaches Award for her
work ethic in practice and her team spirit.
But isn’t that a fitting description for each of our kids
with PWS? They each are “Tough As Nails.” We just need to
have the love, patience and vision to help them achieve their
best.
Doug and Linda Noll live with their daughter Jenni in
Rockville, Md.
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Sibling View

Calling All Siblings: Help Others By Sharing Your Experiences
By Lota Mitchell, Associate Editor
Calling all who have or have had a brother or sister with
PWS! Everyone from 8 to 80 — you are needed! Even
though you may not recognize the importance of your
experiences and views, you have lots to share. You know
more than anyone else what it is like to grow up with a
sibling who has Prader-Willi syndrome. As we learn more
from you, maybe suggestions and ideas will emerge about
how to help others having the same experiences and feelings.
There are two ways for you to share your knowledge and
experience.
The first is a survey with some questions for you to
answer. You can get the survey by going online to
www.pwsausa.org/sibling.asp, filling it out and with a click
submitting it right there. For all who are computer and
Internet savvy, this is the way to go. Or if that won’t work
for you, call the national office, 1-800-926-4797, and a copy
will be mailed to you. Finally, with a little procrastination
and a trip to the national conference this summer in Orlando,
you can pick up a copy there to fill in and return.

We welcome writings for The Sibling View:
good experiences, bad experiences, we want to
hear what you think. They can be signed or
anonymous, whichever you prefer. Send them
to the attention of Lota Mitchell at the PWSA
(USA) national office, or e-mail to her at
ljecholsm@juno.com.

Love - continued from page 5
How do we make this all work? Structure and routine
with her eating schedule, three nutritious meals and two
snacks a day given at the same time every day with
absolutely nothing in between those times except Crystal
Light and Trident gum.
Anna has accepted this. Of course, she tells me she is
hungry in between those times, and of course it breaks my
heart to tell her it’s not time to eat yet, but I love her and I
know it has to be this way!
What about behavior? I see when we are not calm, not
patient or something is out of routine that her anxiety will
increase, although not to the point of tantrums. So it’s up to
our family to pre-plan and explain to Anna what and when
something is going to happen. It is our job as parents not to
allow irrational behavior to take over control.
If you have read down to this point, bless your heart.
Please know that there are very successful stories amongst
“the older generation,” but it takes diligence. And we in the
“older” generation are here to help you. To share with you,
during my writing this story, my sweet Anna handed me a
carefully hand-crafted note that reads “I LUV YOU MOM”!
Hugs to all.
May-June 2005

This will not take a lot of your time, doesn’t have a
grade, and definitely isn’t very hard. In fact, you might even
enjoy doing it. What more could you ask than that?
The second is to write a piece about your brother or
sister with PWS. It could be about your relationship with that
person, perhaps something special about them, maybe your
frustrations and even anger about the situation. The national
office will collect all these writings and put them together
into a booklet that others can read. You can mail it to the
national office or email it to ssurvey@pwsausa.org.
The deadline for both the survey and a contribution to
the sibling booklet is September 30, 2005. So you don’t even
have to hurry to get it done — but a warning: it’s so easy to
procrastinate! Please, please, do the survey and also consider
also writing something for the sibling booklet.
[Important note: This survey is strictly for siblings and
not to be confused with the survey to update the database.
The two are entirely different.]

News - continued from page 7
problem in the general population was a big WOW! The
government has millions of dollars that can be allocated for
the obesity issues in the US. This will give us more dollars
for research, WOW! More diagnoses will be made because
of this program and with our numbers increasing, this will
bring about more people, more voices willing to help in our
cause.”
Indeed, Support Coordinator Diane Spencer reports,
“…the [national] office has received countless calls and
emails… from people who have a child they now suspect
may have the syndrome, or they know of someone who may
have the syndrome…. We at the national PWSA office are
grateful for the exposure and the opportunity to reach out to
help these people. Also, we are deeply grateful to the
families that participated in the presentation.”
An e-group member commented, “This story coming out
on national television has to be one of the best things that has
happened to PWS. People need to be aware of the effects of
the syndrome. PWS parents struggle every day not only to
keep our kids healthy when they are at home but also when
they are away from home and even in school. I hear all the
time how the school systems are not listening to the parents
and are not doing what is right for our kids. We need more
shows like this to educate people, including the educators
themselves!”
Yes, many thanks to the families, to Dr. Driscoll, to
Executive Director Janalee Heinemann, who worked with
both producers, to ABC, and to the BBC. For those who are
interested, we will show both the BBC show in its entirety
(no commercials!) and the 20/20 broadcast at this summer’s
national conference in Orlando.
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We Remember...
Every person has something special to offer this world — and we, along with their families,
want to share who they were and what they meant to the people who loved them.

We Remember Jeremy – And We Thank the Girards
Jeremy Girard was a high school junior when he passed
away on Dec 26, 2004 due to gastric necrosis and a stomach
rupture. His biggest goal in life was to be just like everyone
else and be able to do what everyone else did. Although with
PWS he could not always do this, he tried to the best of his
ability. It was never important to Jeremy how well he did
something, only that he accomplished his goal.
He loved music, so he joined the chorus and sang his
best. He wanted to have all regular classes in school. He
worked hard to accomplish this goal and had a B average.
He loved cards, board games and puzzles. He was
continually working on one or the other of them. He was also
a great YU-GI-OH card player.
Jeremy was well known for his huge smile and good
disposition. We have learned that Jeremy touched more lives
for the better than we could ever have imagined. Jeremy
always accepted everyone as they were and was kind to
everyone.
Jeremy is greatly missed by all.
After the tragic death of their 17-yer-old son, Pete and
Gayle Girard looked for ways to honor Jeremy by helping
others dealing with Prader-Willi syndrome. They gave
PWSA(USA) a huge lift to support our critical office
automation capabilities with a new file server. Not only did
the Girards purchase this for us, but Pete made a special trip
to our Sarasota office to install it.
This new computer resource will provide us the
necessary disk storage and processing power to support the

Thanks CIBC
World Markets Miracle Day
You Made A World Of Difference!
From funding through a grant by CIBC World
Markets Miracle Day, we have been able to ship
hundreds of
free medical
videos to 16
states and to
the following
17 countries
that have
requested
them. Thanks
to funding,
more children
around the
world will get
a diagnosis
and treatment. From CIBC’s
generosity,
lives will be saved.
Denmark * Japan * Philippines * France
Holland * Spain * Sweden * UK * Morocco
Germany * Australia * Greece * Portugal
Belgium * Peru * Argentina * Venezuela
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ever-increasing PWS
population for the next
few years. They have
also donated Medical
Alert booklets to the
Florida State Chapter to
distribute to all of the
Florida families. The
Girards feel strongly that
EVERY family should
have one of our Medical
Alert booklets. If anyone
cannot afford a booklet,
Jeremy Girard
call the PWSA(USA)
office and the Girards will cover the cost.
Jeremy’s twin sister Amanda and her friend plan to
volunteer at our youth program at conference this summer.
We sincerely thank the Girards for their compassionate
hearts. Through their gifts of kindness, I am reminded of a
poem by Edmund Burke: “The true way to mourn the dead is
to take care of the living… keep on with your work and bring
joy to others.”
— Janalee Heinemann

Contributions In Memory Of
Andrew Hill
Twins Building Company, Inc.
UAW-GM Center for Human
Resources
Roger & Dorothy Barnett
Patricia Frantom
Norwood and Suzette Jewell
Robin & Matthew Raible
Judy Claus
Margaret & Ronald Vogrin
Gail Daum
June Peoples
Tommy Dingley
Bill & Judy Castle
Linda & Mark Ryan
David Scott Mitchell (son)
Lota & Dave Mitchell
Julie Dudrow
Steve & Gwen Dudrow
Jodi & Ryan O’Sullivan
John Fitzmaurice
Edward O’Leary
Jeremy Girard
NATCA-ORL Local
Jerry Yakubchik
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George Warren
Phyllis and Paul Foreman
Andrea & Bob Warren
Anne Hagen
Lillian Fladmark
Tim & Carol Hearn
Jonathan Ross Davis
Mollie Stinson
Morty Kape
Dr. James & Jacqueline Bassel
Card in name of Patricia Brasgold
Kramer Family Mother
Eleanor & Richard Weiner
Clyde Mays
Greg & Alice Talley
Janet Wallace Moore
The Lord’s Diciples Ministries
Melissa J. Keller
Orville & Betty Laurendine
James & Shirley Stinnett
Lois E. Willoughby
Bob & Melinda McKenna
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Gabriel ($1,000 and above)
Michelle & Tommy Torbert/Torbert
Produce, Inc.
Joseph & Rosemarie Schreier
Paul & Amy Wissmann
Diane & Paul Schaaf
William & Tina Capraro, Jr.
James & Suzanne Fuller
R. B. Galloway
Robert D. Harrison
Clinton & Karla Hurdle
David K. & Linda Kaugher
Joseph M. Murray
Michael & Donna Pappagallo
John & Carolyn Rodman
David R. Wise Center Co. Chapter
of Thrivent Financial for Lutherns
Allan & Frannie Zalesky
Prader-Willi California Foundation
United Way of Sarasota County, Inc
PWSA of New Jersey
Michele & Stephen Leightman
Mark Greenberg & Robin
Fleischmann
E-Funds
William & Jennifer Stewart
Heavenly Angel ($500 - $999)
Preferred Financial Group, Inc.
Jean & Douglas Lowe
John & Bonnie Kraft
Wayne F. & Barbara Miller
George & Shannon Baughman
Susan P. Browne
Robert & Barbara Christenson
Mitchell & Francine Cohen
Rose & Stephen Crawford
Mary J. Culver
Kelly & Kevin Delongchamp
Louise & Clinton Hurdle
Robert F. Lebow
James Bicknell & Mary Ann
Lockhart, Jr.
Robert Lorenzini
C.P. McElheney III
Rick & Susan Moccia
Chris & Christy O’Gara/Integrity
Management Systems
Clarance & Reba Olson
Carlos & Marilyn Pajon
Chuck Ranberg
Timothy Paul Russell
Raymond E. Shirk
Peter & Alice Tenbeau
Tommy & Peggy Torbert
James D. & Wava Van Becelaere
Francis H. Williams
Halifax Linen Service, Inc.
McElheney-Building Fund
R.C. Hunt Electric
Greater Twin Cities United Way
Robin & Ellery Sedgwick
Fieldstone Foundation
J.D. & Elise Hansard
David & Michelle Campbell
Camperships for Retarded Children
David & Janice Agarwal
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Angel Fund

$104,957

Our Goal was $100,000.
We’re over the top, and
YOU MADE IT HAPPEN!
Arch Angel ($250- $499)
Terri & Bill Marks
Dennis & Toni Hawthorn
Russell & Catherine Mullis
Andrew & Chris Appel
Phil & Becky Gulling
Barbara & William Kerrigan
Sue & Ronald McNeil
Finis & Loretta Stafford
James A. Trentacosta
Bill & Jean McCall
Avadh Agarwal
Anthony H. Abbott
Sid & Ellen Abma
A.J. Agarwal
Tina & Stanley Baron
JoAnne Riley Barron
Stephanie M Bittle
Jon & Tasha Graham
Roger Healy
Daniel & Linda Jannette,Sr.
Arthur & Barbara Louv
Sondra Maynard
Robert Muirhead
Michael & Lisa O’Leary
James & Susan Ragland
Larry & Jan Rosenfield
Richard Ruzicka, Jr
Denise & Jeffrey Servais
David & Jane Shoemaker
Eleanore Stuart
Joe Willis & Suzanne Tate
Edward & Andrea Wachter, Jr.
Trimont Engineering Co.
Wood Realty
IBM Employee Service Center
Paul & Robin Barrett
Lea & Joel Axelrod
Gerald & Karen Kolschowsky

Gerry & Margot Lawrence
Peter Hupperich
Goddard School - Chalfont
Duane & Caroline Coykendall
Cheryl Travelstead
Angel ($100- $249)
Herbert & Frances Davis
William & Eileen Klein, Jr.
Joanne Bladel
Jimmy Brien
Gladys Faherty
Stephen & Sandra Ginn
Martha & Gary Girdaukas
Thomas & Christine Hauser
David & Sharon Howard
George & Nancy Mullen
Sandefur Schmidt
David & Amy Steinbarth
John Wright Stanley Thomas &
Assoc.
Michael & Pamela Zolo
Timothy & Laura Lloyd
Lesley Basch
Todd & Mary Borndale
June & Eamonn Finnerty
John & Mary Halter
Lois Jean & James G. Kane
Saundra & Fred Levan
Terry & Debbie Mleczewski
Bernard & Millie O’Connor
Kathleen & Ralph Paige
Margaret & Bob Parker
Janis A. Raber
Helen & Frank McCarney
Brenda Budd
Patrick & Filippa Casey
Annie & Ned Durell
Pamela Eisen
Arvind F. Patel
Sarah S. Abell
William & Jeane Allan
Judy & Dan Alsnauer
Jackie Anderson
Anonymous
Lori & Robert Arbuckle
Tim & Dawn Atwood
Pat Bacon-Brandt
David & Ann Baird
Robert & Peggy Baker
Kathryn & John Balthrop
Coye and Kathleen Barton
Richard Basker
Bonnie Bates Stepping Out
Richard J. Beaupre
William Beecheler
Nancy Belleman
Delfin J. Beltran, M.D.
Thomas & Darlene Benoit
Robert & Fern Bitzer
David & Shelia Bogart
Catherine Bouton
James & Ivy Boyle
Mary & Holger Bracht
Rosa L. Brigner
Michael Brindisi
Wanda Buccheri
Marvin & Lorraine Buhai
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Lougene & Dave Burleigh
Beverly & Harvey Bush
Merlin & Ranae Butler
Susan Butts
Jean Byers
Catherine Carey
Victor & Nancy Carrasco
Richard & Barbara Carter
William & Judy Castle
Hymen & Ruth Chausow
Sally & Chet Collom
Allan Cornnell
James & Bronda Curtis
John B. & Mary Ann Danese
Tom & Thelma Davidson
James & Christa Davis
Gene & Fausta Deterling
David & Sharon Doherty
William & Gloria Doherty
Douglas & Barbara Dsida
Charles Echols
Christina & Jeffrey Erickson
Daonne Eschbach
Michael & Susan Evans
Debbie & Michael Fabio
Steven Faivre
Irwin Gabriel Fiedler
Jim & Monika Folmer
Lawrence & Deborah Freundlich
Maryanne & Edmund Funai
Diane & Chad Garofalo
Norman Gerou
Jerome & Carol Gloekler
Jim & Joni Gorman
Lisa & TJ Graziano
Louise Greenswag
Amanda & Jeff Hack
Norma J. Hammond
Jeanne M. Hanchett
Lee & Jack Hancock
Mike & Linda Hartnett
Jo & Floyd Hatcher
Randel &Trudy Hermans
Paul & Mary Hill
Richard & Patricia Hill
Willie Hinson
Donald & Lelley Hobday
John Homer
Alberta Hopper
Robert E. Huffman
Thomas & Agnes Hughes
Ann Murphy Hunt
Betty Hyduke
James Jones
James A. & Susan F. Judge
Madonna & Roger Kass
Elaine & Stanley Katz
Sean & Patricia Keating
Elizabeth Sue Keen
Jeffrey Kellett
Abert & Linda Kenneth
David & Tammy Kenney
Kevin A. & Julia Kipka
William & Jean Klein, Sr.
Les Klyn
Yale J. & Marita Kroll
Judith & Luis Kubichek
John & Pat LaBella
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Angel ($100- $249)
Willie & Mildred Lacy
Mary L. Lagana
John Larmer
Bonnie & Steve Lazar
Catherine Leonard
R. Robert & Joann Lepper
Ira & Renee Levine
Lois Lewis
Tim & Carol Lindsey
Jennifer & Dennis Lindsey
Cyr & Anne Linonis
George & Ruth Lockwood
Howard K. & Martha London
Stuart M. Louie
Terri & Bill Marks
Catherine Masi
Diane Masterson
Stewart & Priscilla Maurer
Patrice & Charles McCleary
Willian and Lorraine McClellan
Bernice & James McKean
Kimberly McKenna
Wendy Wolf & Mitchel Menzer
John & Karen Meslow
Eugene & Jean Alice Metzger
Susan & David Miller
Betty & Vern Mock
Carole A. Monroe
Jared & Stacy Montegut
Patricia Mook & Family
George C. Mulry Jr.
J. Brian & Gail R. Murphy
Robert Neems
Tina & Steven Nowell
Mary O’Gara
Thomas and Judith O’Keefe
Otis & Audrey O’Neal
Carolyn & Ralph Paige
Lloyd & Alice Parcell
William & Winifred Paulsen
Marlene Pearman
Deborah and Patrick Peck
Patricia Pelszynski
Harry & Muriel Persanis
Mel & Chris Pfeiffer
Jane Phelan
Dawn Porch
Todd Porter UCHSC
Marlene R. Pratto
Fred & Barbara Prince
Renata & Lino Queirolo
Katherine D. Radaz
William & Barbara Ranieri
Oty Reed
Norman and Sandra Rich Family
Betty Richmond
T. Courtney Roberts
Hulen & Christa Rodriguez
Larry & Jan Rosenfield
Susan E. Roubal, DO
Linda & Mark Ryan
Natalie Saathoff
Lyle & Rita Schertz
Janet M. & M. Keith Schuman
Susan Scoppetta
Kelly Scott
Gary & Sharon Seedorf
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Lon Seidlitz
Oksana & Ihor Shapowalenko
Doreen & Mitch Sias
Rebecca & Matthew Smith
Carole & Joseph Smith
David and Irene Smith
Eugene P. Smith
Bernard Starr
John & Laurie Stella
Anny Stoeck
Wendy & Steven Stokes
Joseph & Mary Storto
Donald L. Suden
R Deutscher & C. Sweeney
Jean Till
Janice C. Trilla
Linda Tull
Powell & Joane Underwood
Rochelle & Steve Vance
Billy & Shannon Vitro
Anna Vockel
Gloria Walters
Eleanor & Richard Weiner
John & Nancy Weingart
Charles Welch
Roger & Ronda West
Karl & Denise Westenfield
Marilou Wett
Doug & Tina Whittenburg
Jean & Chuck Willoughby
Elwood & Mary Jane Wissmann
Madeleine & Bob Wojciechowski
Barbara Wolf
Melissa Wood
Karen J. & Earle B. Wood
Robert & Daylene Wood
Lynne Zarrin
WEBCO Graphics
Roanoke Valley Auto Works
Companion Animal Clinic
Bank of America
Mary & Robert Hill
John and Virginia Manning, Jr.
Douglas & Diana Yakola
Citibank USA, N. A.
United Way of Brevard County
Wayne Alton
Rich & Malea Bonk
Rosemarie & Dewey Clark
Ronald & Ethel Hirshon
Paul Moreschi
Robert & Tanya Selden
Cherub (Up to $99)
Rose Danovi
Lenora R. Watson
Andrew & Chris Appel
Ellen & John Andolsek
Ernest & Alice Marek
Lota & Dave Mitchell
Jacques & Pauline Parent
Linda Rollings
Ron & Helga Schwarz
Henry & Susanne Singer
Gary & Carolyn Weakly
Aetna Foundation
Carol L. Norman
Sarof and Vijay Pargaonkar
Jane Abbott

Charles & Gladys Allred
Catherine & Rudy Alvarez
Lorraine & Robert Arbuckle
Donald & Ann Armento
Annette Baudo
Robert & Rebecca Baummer
Nancy L. Benigni
Gregory & Karen Bestic
Alfred & Marie Bevacqua
Della Ann Binder
Thomas & Pamela Bingham
John & Marilyn Bintz
C Michael & Linda Lee Blair
Allan & Kathleen Boucher
Norma Brecher
Jane Stickley Breen
Miriam Breneisen
Michelle & Robert Brittenham
Richard & Jane Brustkern
Margaret Bruynell & Bobbie Jarvis
Nancy & Stephen Burlingame
Robert & Lorene Cales
Jeanne Carteaux
Julie & Dan Casey
Nancy Chemidlin
Bernice Cohen
Patricia DiCola
Frank & Cecilia DiMarzio
Daniel & Joan Dixon
Jeanne & James Donovan
Donald & Barbara Dorn
William & Rhonda Earle
Marc, Lisa, Christopher and TJ
Felizzi
Rosemary Fender
Eulalia Ferrer
Tara Firenze
Jeane Hill Firth
Bernice & Peter Fleischmann
John A. & Dolores Forster, Jr.
Angela Francavilla
Thomas E. Freeman
Robert Funk
Marsha Gamelin
Alan and Maxine Geller
Bill & Sue Gilmore
Eric S. Goldschmidt - Goldschmidt
& Associates
Harriet & Bob Gordon
Robert & Linda Gribble
Florence Gunnison
Jeffrey & Mary Harbrecht
Arnold & Tricia Hearn
Charles & Barbara Heidel
Lowell & Jan Heinemann
Harold & Tammy Hopkins
Jim & Linda Huckelberry
David Ingalls
Joseph Iversen
Jacqueline & Thomas Jackson
Mark & Jennifer Jenkins
Nannette & Jeffrey Johnson
David & Sandra Johnson
Steven & Roberta Kenney
Orysia & David Killion
William Kirchhoff
Ken & Maria Knox
John & Susan Lachance
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Kyle & Tonja Lassiter
James & Susan Lazarus
Debbie and David Levy
Fred & Patsy Lipp, Jr.
Sandra List
Donna Lucia
James M. Manson
Theodosia Mantas
Stephanie Markota
Gerald and Mary Maurer
Hilda McLaughlin
Joseph McManus
Sharon M. Milar
Regina R. Murphy
Michael & Kay Neff
Lois Olson
David & Maureen Pagnucco
Jerri Pate
Margaret & Mike PattersonLedonne
Jere & Betty Perry
David & Elizabeth Phillips
Frank & Gloria Rangitsch
John & Carol Rapp
Mary H. Ray
Greg & Louisa Ritter
Michael & Shannon Roulette
Dennis & Sharon Saacks
Cynthia Sajid
Mary L. Schneider
Charlotte S. Schwartz
William & Julie Seiger
Laverne Sidlo
Donna Siegel
Francois Gaultier & Rachel Silver
Angel & Gregg Sims
Sandra Singleton
Richard & Darlene Smith
Paul & June Smith
Bernard Starr
Tammi & Gary Steinberg
Frank & Jane Story
Kathy Stroup & Family
Lisa V. Tanner
Anna Tomasicchio
Carol & Marc Trimble
Christina & Michael Turcola
Bonnie Ventura
Daniel and Joanne Walker
Darla Yocum
Linda A. Zick
Graft, Inc. Marketing Services
Richard & Barbara Chase
Tracey and Emily Sprague
June Varcoe
Norman A. Barkeley
Marjorie & Michael Beach
Cindy Beles
Alonzo & Barbara Burdine
Robert & Lisa Ranieri
Howard & Patty Rosenthal
Chas. and Ellen Alpaugh
Timothy & Cheryl Breneisen
Mayme Duecker
Donald and Karen Gabel
Kiera Hartnett
William and Rosemarie Hepworth
Carolyn Hutchens
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Angel ($100- $249)
Janis & Robert Loper
Kathleen Minor
Samuel & Patrice Scheck
Beatrice Sturm
Kenny Vetor
Helen Adams
Carla Bailey
Frank & Gloria Baker
Sararose Beechner
Ken & Betty Behnken
James & Kelly Berry
Arlene & Bartlett Bowles
Mary B. Boyum
Suzanne Brice & Family
Anthony & Rita Brindisi
Mary L. Buchanan
Susan and John Burns
Craig and Sandie Carpenter
Norman & Joanne Chenier
Patricia & David Cohen
Charles & Virginia Connors
Michael & Reisa Corbin
Joseph & Susan Cortellini
Rene & Janet Damin
Lisa Dean
Stanton Deitch
Salvatore C. Del Sesto
Ray & Kathryn Dodds
Elsie and Donald Dorn
James & Judith Dorsey
Lawrence & Dorothy Doyle
Byron & Sharon Eager
June Egrin
Jerry & Suzanne Fawbush
Frances Fisher-Goldman
Heinrich and Anna-Maria Froehlich
Aurilla Fusco
Ray Garver
Allan Gemmell
Tommie and Connie Giles
Roger & Tracy Goatcher
Paul & Roda Guenther
Linda Hartigan
Anne R. Hartley
Karen & Tom Haug
Harry G. Hedberg
Marilyn & Ralph Heim
Maria Henningsen
Byron & Betty Hopkins
Tim & Karen Hopkins
Sue Hoy
Charles & Barbara Johnson
Linda & John Kania
Cyril & Zora Kurtz
Chester and Theresa Labus
Anna Leightman
Pam Lewis
Georgia Liley
Chad & Betsy Lindsey
Lawrence & Bernice London
C. W. Lonnquist
Raymond S. Marchant
Victor & Vivian Marcovici
Martha McDonald
Kevin & Samantha McGuire
Jean & Rod McLane
Calman M. Menzer
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Natalie Milana
John and Jean Mook
Ileen Morris
Rita & Bill Needel
Thomas & Shirlee Nystrom
Ernesto J. Ramos
Jay & Linda Reinhardt
Sandra and Joseph Rigsby
Mary Rose Romagnano
Michael Ruoss
Maryann and Herbert Rutt
Virginia Skelton
Elizabeth & Kevin Slimak
John & Pam Stocking
Kathryn B. Swenson
Stanley & Tracy Thorpe, Jr.
John & Ann Townsend
Virginia G. Turner
Laura & Dan White
Harry & Dortha Wilt
Joni Witt
Eugene & Nancy Woo
Trase, Inc.
John & Margaret Cassidy
Robert E. Coller, Sr.
Tim & Laura Crist
Gary Elliott
Joseph & Isabel Eramo
Shirley Eskew
Lisa & Roger Hackney
Barbara Henderson
Cheryl R. Hinds
Kristine,Mitch& Sam Hofstedt
Tom & Bonnie Jones
Kathryn A. Lesslie
Bob & Marilyn McDonough
Dianne McGuinness
Theresa Morse
Philip & Teresa Petragnani
Joseph & Elizabeth Preiss
Robert & Elyse Rubin
Joseph and Carolyn Stoffell
John Chalupa
Beth & John Deindorfer
Marcia & Frederick Dunn
Claire and Matthew Hanrahan
Harry & Mona Howell
Ralph J. Jamieson
Maureen McCoy
Doreen Moller
Delores Rica
Joan & Harvey Stetson
John and Carole Bohner
Avalon Bruce
Catherine Cesarine
Joyce L. Ginsberg
Melvin & Eleanor Green
Frank and Victoria Gregorich
Terry Gruneberg
Chris & Julie Howe
E. Ray and Bonnie Johnson
James C. and Sara Karras, Sr.
Edward Lipiarz
Jon & Raeann Pfeiffer
Elizabeth Prochazka
Judy & Bart Sklar
Leona Smith
Eleanor Stepanik

Thomas & Helen Taylor
John & Barbara Vuz
David & Judith Bouchard
Sue Gall
Robert & Diane Hagler
Claudia McKinsey
Joan White
John J. Yoncha
Aetna Foundation
Jullie Burnett
Clair and Carol Birkman
Gerald & Janice Mitchell
F. Frank Rickards III
United Way of Central Maryland
Randall V. Cochran
Helen M. Foley
Frank T Keenan, JR.
D. I. Toddington
Robert & Lisa Ranieri
Howard & Patty Rosenthal
IBM Employee Service Center
Robert & Debra Lutz
Dennis Farmer & Heather Hessel
Sheryl Love
Samuel & Patrice Scheck
Duane & Lori DiCola
Beverly & Richard Cobin
Salvatore C. Del Sesto
Mary Elizabeth Hutcoe
Donald & Mary Schneider
Anonymous
Lisa Salazar
Will & Deanna Troxel
United Way of Sarasota County, Inc
Michael Hirshon
Rebecca Paige
Gwendolyn Stevens
Margaret & Madeline Willott
IBM Retiree Charitable Campaign
Steve & Gwen Dudrow
Donna Lamie - Lamie Oil Company
Michael & Lin Marchitelli
Gabriel Group
Merrill Lynch
Patricia & Steve Casey
Alan Gober
Angela & Mark Hughes
Eric Macks & Suzette LaVigne
Theodore & Elizabeth Schmidt
Marjorie Henderson
Teresa Kellerman
Tracy & Jim Colapietro
Hugh & Susan Dykens, Jr.
Gary Ferdig
Mr. & Mrs. William Fisher
Gretchen Heathman
Sara Saltzbart Minier
Mary & Joe Pichirallo
Leo & Kathy Schertz
Patricia J. Schoonover
Heather & Richard Valeo
Anne Warchol
Richard & Denise Wolcott
Robert & Daylene Wood
Brian & Noreen Wynne
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Cherub (Up to $99)
Larry Phillips
Don & Betty Vincent
Ronald McMaster
American Express Foundation
McAndrew and Cyr Enterprises,
Inc.
Caroline & Kevin Adley
Cecil Ballenger
Janet Little
Barbara & Jeff McDonald
Mike & Jeanne Spradlin
Gerald & Mary Walsh
Margaret & Brant Wigger
Chris & Sarah Mason
Diane & Robert Morse
Trudy & Jerry Collins
Thomas Prettyman
Leslie Trott & Elaine Cumiskey
John & Laurie Cyr
Deborah O’Neal
Maureen Wheat
Eileen Posch

Valentine Research
Fund: $33,781
as of 4/27/2005
Thank you to all our
Valentine Sponsors

PWSA(USA) gratefully
acknowledges the
printing and mailing of
this newsletter is made
possible by a generous
grant from the
Gerald & Dorothy R
Friedman New York
Foundation
PWSA(USA) is in the
Combined
Federal
Campaign
If you work for the Federal
government and its agencies,
please use CFC ID No. 9858 to
designate PWSA(USA) is to
receive donations. Questions?
Contact PWSA(USA) at
1-800-926-4797.
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Contributions

Thank you for Contributions through March 2005
We try to be accurate in recognizing contributions, and apologize
for any errors or omissions. If you notice an error; please tell us.

With Much Appreciation
We are deeply grateful to our individual, corporate and foundation sponsors whose contributions
enable us to serve, comfort and support all of our families.
Major Benefactors ($500 and more)
CIBC World Markets
Gerald J & Dorothy R Friedman
Foundation
Rachel & Elmer Brubaker
Torbert Produce, Inc.
PWSA of Michigan
E-Funds
William & Jennifer Stewart
Lota & Dave Mitchell
John & Joann Kelly
Produce Exchange Co., Inc.
Results Weight Loss, Inc.
Ron & Mary Lee Higgins
Jim & Carolyn Loker
Roger & Kathy Wilson
United Way of NYC
Richard & Jolayne Alger
Steven & Judy Hoveland

Operating Fund
IBM Retiree Charitable Campaign
Gerald J & Dorothy R Friedman
Foundation
United Way of Allegheny County
Combined Federal Campaign
Niagra Frontier
Gulf Coast Combined Federal
Campaign
Coffee for a Cause
Combined Federal Campaign
IBM Employee Service Center
CIBC World Markets
AT&T Employee Giving Program
United Way of Delaware
Merck Partnership for Giving
United Way Bartholomew Co. Inc.
Morgan Stanley Annual Appeal
Campaign
Jensen Beach Community Church
United Way of Northeast Florida
United Way of NYC
Susan & John Aldous
Heather Baker
Rachel & Elmer Brubaker
Chris & Ted Conklin
William and Olive Corley
Teri & Barry Douglas
Donald & Peg Goranson, Jr.

Marcia & David McClure
United Way of Bartholomew
County, Inc.
David & Michelle Campbell
Camperships for Retarded
Children
David & Janice Agarwal
Peter Hupperich
Quality First Produce, Inc.
NYPRO, Inc.
Fresh Start
Flavor 1st Growers & Packers
Capri Restaurant, Inc.
Jerrold A. Watson & Sons
Kern Carpenter Farms, Inc.
Frank & Melanie Castro
Carolyn Letzo
Leo & Sonia Talarico

Leonard & Naomi Hacker
Jay & Susan Henoch
Michael & Linda Keder
Frank T. Keenan, Jr.
John & Joann Kelly
Debbie Lange
Stephen Girard & Patsy Monson
Helen F. Murphy
Pauline Neill
Carol L. Norman
E. Lorraine Purdy
Patricia Raftery
Oty Reed
Patti & Ron Schankin
Samuel & Patrice Scheck
Lon Seidlitz
Roger & Ronda West
Designated Giving
PWSA Communications Upgrade
Denis Sullivan
IPWSO Fund
Walter Drag
Designated to Pennsylvania
Chapter
Rachel & Elmer Brubaker

Endowment
Barbara & Jeff McDonald
Don & Betty Vincent
Michigan Chapter Support Fund
Engineering & Environmental
Solutions
Showboat Automotive Supply, Inc.
United Way of West Michigan
Pinnacle Construction Group
United Way of West Michigan
Distinctive Furniture
Robert & Paulette Israels
Donald & Valentine Kolcheff
Grace M. Lanning
Matching Donations
Bernard P. McKenna .
Microsoft Giving Campaign Richard L. Critchlow
Altria Group, Inc. Matching from
John C. Labella
Sponsored Family
Susan & John Aldous
Marinus J. Bouwman
Julie & Dan Casey
Steve & Gwen Dudrow
Tammy Ellis
Sheila Hall
Gail & Robert Joslyn
Teresa Kellerman
Michele & Stephen Leightman
Terri & Bill Marks
Barbara & Jeff McDonald
John & Irene Schulze
Michael & Angie Spradlin
Alice & Sergio Viroslav
Awareness and Research
Walk-A-Mile for Riley
Feldman Brothers
Ed Donovan Construction
Robert & Jennifer Leslie
Jeffrey & Renee Menary
Merrill & Janet Solsrud
Carl & Carol Unis
Akebono Corp. 5K Run/Walk
PWSA of Michigan
Research Fund
Susan & John Aldous
Rachel & Elmer Brubaker

Theresa Gesell
Angela & Mark Hughes
Lori & John Lens
Stewart & Bronnie Maurer
Barbara & Jeff McDonald
Michael & Charlotte Peterson
Warner & Denise Unterberger
Don & Betty Vincent
In Honor of
Jacob W. Arnold
Deb Baute
Susan White
Khiree Bond
Vanessa Nedrick
Ashley Fender
Wayne & Karen Wendel
Anne Kathryn Guthrie
Arla Thompson
Ben Leightman
Michele & Stephen Leightman
Michael McAndrew
Jacqueline McAndrew
Louis and Kristin Muraca
Linda Rosso
William & Tina Rosso
Ellen McDonald
Barbara & Jeff McDonald
Noelle McDougall
Lisa and Edward Buske
Janet Jenkins New Haven Faculty
Janet Jenkins
Amy & Harry McDougall
Virginia Anne McMahom
Amy Lanier
Maria Christine Vucci
Virginia Doyle
Madison Smith
Joyce Mantell & Penny Hastings
Colin Gabriel Norton
Deborah & Jeff Norton
In Honor of Christina Joy
Spradlin Birthday
Michael & Angie Spradlin
Taylor Warren - The Taylor
Project
Jackie & Kenneth Lockwood
Jean & Peter Steva
Andrea & Bob Warren

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is a birth defect first identified in 1956 by Swiss doctors A. Prader, H. Willi, and
A. Labhart. There are no known reasons for the genetic accident that causes this lifelong condition, which affects
appetite, growth, metabolism, cognitive functioning and behavior. The Prader-Willi Syndrome Association (USA)
was organized in 1975 to provide a resource for education and information about PWS and support for families
and caregivers. PWSA (USA) is supported solely by memberships and tax-deductible contributions.
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